7th Grade iPad Rules of the Road
As a student of Weston Middle School, I understand and agree to the following iPad Rules of the Road.
--------> Each student should initial each line. Every parent/guardian should initial each section. ←------Student Daily Responsibilities
Please make these behaviors a part of your routine. If you forget to do these things it will impact your ability to
effectively participate in class activities, and/or you may lose the privilege of taking the iPad home.
____ iPad should only be used for educational purposes at all times.
____ iPad should never be left unattended.
____ iPad should always remain in the case.
____ Arrive at school everyday with a fully charged battery. Power adapter should be left at home.
____ Always place the iPad on a stable surface to use it.
____ Make sure your iPad isn’t distracting you or others in the classroom (for example; sounds or screen effects).
____ Keep all food, drink and pets away from your iPad.
____ iPad should be protected from extreme heat and cold at all times.
____ (PARENT/GUARDIAN INITIAL)
Good Citizenship
If any of the rules stated below are not followed then you will receive consequences.
1. The first offense will be handled by your classroom teacher and reported to a grade leader .
2. The second offense will be handled by a grade leader and reported to the main office.
3. The third offense will be handled by the main office.
At any of these levels, a call may be made home to your parents or guardians. Any violation in these rules may result
in supervised lunch times or consequences determined by grade leaders or Assistant Principal.
____iPad will be used responsibly at all times.
____Student will follow Weston’s Technology Acceptable Use Policy located in the handbook.
____The iPad will remain in its carrying case when not in use at the start of the day, at lunch or in between classes.
____In classrooms, all iPad use must be initiated and approved by the teacher.
____Student will stay on task in class and only use the iPad for activities that the teacher approves.
____During school hours, only those websites approved by the teacher or related to the topic the
teacher assigns will be accessed. (Remember this is an educational tool)
____iPad should only be used in appropriate areas: classrooms and library.
____ (PARENT/GUARDIAN INITIAL)
Unacceptable Behavior
The following behavior is unacceptable and will result in being sent to the main office.
____Recording anyone speaking, photographing anyone, and/or filming someone without their permission.
____Anything forwarded or posted to the Internet must be approved by a teacher.
____Using the iPad camera to take, forward, or post inappropriate pictures or movies.
____iPads are not to be used in the cafeteria and common areas. (other than the Library)
____Intentionally visiting websites with inappropriate content.
____Accessing or sending email from another student’s email account or impersonating someone.
____Intentionally trying to cover up inappropriate use.
____Intentionally damaging, placing stickers, writing, drawing on or otherwise defacing the iPad.
____Tampering with any restricted codes or settings that are on the iPad.
____ (PARENT/GUARDIAN INITIAL)
Student Name (Print)_________________________________________
Student Signature_________________________________________ Date__________
Parent/Guardian Name (Print)_________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature __________________________________ Date__________

